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*Returning awardees can choose either 3 hours of library review or   

  an additional 3 hour elective workshop to fulfill this requirement. 

 New awardees MUST complete the 3 hours of library review.

Awardees must register for elective workshops  
by June 17, 2017. Register for workshops online  
at witschicago.org.

Awardees may order books after completing:

●   Required workshops (Becoming Readers Institute, 
Rochelle Lee Teacher Awards Orientation, Study Group 
Member Orientation, Study Group Leader Training)

●   At least six hours of elective workshops

●   At least three hours of reviewing books in the Rochelle 
Lee Review Library at WITS – Literacenter*

Books must be ordered on or before  
August 31, 2017. 

Awardees will receive a confirmation email from WITS 
when they are approved to order books. Please be aware 
of this deadline and check with WITS PRIOR to this date  
if you have any questions about your eligibility.

Workshop Planning
Keep this copy for yourself. A confirmation of your  
workshop registration will be emailed to you after  
online registration. 

Workshop Title  Date/Time  # of Hours

 

Reminders 
 

 
Professional Development 
Requirements for All Rochelle Lee 
Teacher Awardees

Professional  
Development  
Requirement

Elective  
Summer  
Workshops  
(6 hours)

Becoming  
Readers  
Institute  
(8 hours)

Rochelle  
Lee Teacher  
Awards  
Orientation  
(3 hours)

Study Group  
Member  
Orientation  
(3 hours)

Study Group  
Leader Training  
(3 hours)

Book Review  
Hours in the 
WITS Library –  
Literacenter*  
(3 hours)

Teachers  
and Children  
as Readers  
Book Groups  
(Register in  
September)

ROCHELLE LEE TEACHER AWARDEE PARTICIPATION
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WITS believes that every child deserves the opportunity to 
become a successful reader, one who not only knows how 
to read, but develops a passion for literacy and learning.  
To inspire readers, WITS’ Rochelle Lee Teacher Award 
fosters a network of educators, builds teacher capacity 
through professional development programs, and creates 
literacy-rich classrooms by providing new, high-quality 
children’s books.

WITS was founded in 1991 by Chicagoans, Joanne Alter 
and Marion Stone, at Byrd Elementary School near Cabrini 
Green. Recognizing the importance of one-on-one 
reading for students, Joanne and Marion identified an 
overwhelming need for their service. At the request of the 
school’s teachers and principal, Joanne and Marion asked 
their friends to come along and read to students. And, 
their friends told their friends, and the group of volunteers 
grew until they were able to serve as a community of 
volunteers who believed that they could transform the 
lives of students in Chicago Public Schools (CPS). The 
Rochelle Lee Teacher Award (RLTA) was founded in 
1988 by a group of visionary parents and colleagues 
to commemorate the retirement of Rochelle Lee, an 
inspirational CPS teacher and librarian. The philosophy of 
RLTA is create language-rich, book-filled classrooms where 
children are immersed in reading, discussing, writing, 
and listening throughout the day, while working at the 
school level with teams of teachers and administrators 
to build sustainable literacy and leadership practices. 
In 2015, the Rochelle Lee Teacher Award professional 
development program joined WITS, creating a unique 
and comprehensive approach to literacy support in the 
classroom and school communities.

In 2016 WITS celebrated its 25th Anniversary and remains 
committed to providing literacy enrichment to students 
and literacy professional development for teachers. Both 

WITS’ volunteer mentoring programs and the Rochelle Lee 
Teacher Award were designed to strategically focus on 
Chicago’s teachers and young readers. As a Rochelle Lee 
Teacher Award participant, you are embarking on a great 
journey with us this year.  We’ll be working side by side to 
fulfill the dreams of the WITS founders and Rochelle Lee: 
developing students to become independent readers and 
lifelong learners.

WITS is pleased to welcome the 29th cohort of Rochelle 
Lee Teacher Awardees to the 2017 Summer Institute. All 
of the workshops will be held at the Literacenter, our 
beautiful office and conference space in the West Loop 
from June through August. The workshop facilitators 
include Chicago Public School teachers and administrators, 
university professors, and other educators. Nearly all 
facilitators are past Rochelle Lee Teacher Awardees and 
active teacher leaders in their schools.  

These workshops have been designed to promote and 
develop teachers’ understanding, knowledge, and 
implementation of best practices in literacy instruction 
across the curriculum. Please note that workshops have 
grade level designations and are targeted to address issues 
at these specific grades. However, teachers are experts 
in adapting material to meet the needs of their students. 
Awardees may select and attend the elective workshops 
they believe will most positively impact their practice.

 
WITS Rochelle Lee Teacher Award 
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Online Registration

●   Participants must register online for workshops  
at www.witschicago.org by June 17, 2017.

●   An email will be sent to confirm your registration. 

●   Awardees may register for additional workshop hours 
if space permits after our initial registration period. An 
email will be sent letting you know when this is possible.

●   Only registered participants will be admitted to 
workshops. No “walk-ins” will be accepted.

●   Awardees cannot change registration online. Please 
contact Daphne Robinson (DaphneR@witschicago.org or 
708-943-7582) immediately if you are unable to attend 
a workshop you are scheduled to attend.   

●   Registration closes for a particular workshop when 
maximum capacity has been reached.

●  �Suggested grade bands are listed before each elective 
workshop description. Awardees may choose which grade 
bands and workshops are most relevant to the needs of 
their classroom, students, and school community. 

Attendance

●   Workshops will begin on time. Whenever possible, 
facilities open 30 minutes prior to the start of the 
workshop.  Please arrive at least 5 minutes prior to the 
start of your workshop. Those who arrive 10 or more 
minutes late will not be admitted. No exceptions will 
be made.

●   Credit for workshop hours will be given only for 
participation in the entire duration of the workshop; 
credit hours for multiple-session workshops will be 
given only for participation in all required sessions.   

●  If you have attended a workshop before, please do 
   not repeat the workshop.

●   CPDUs are available for all workshops. Required   
Illinois State Board of Education forms will be   
provided at the workshop after participants complete 
workshop evaluations.

●   Children are not allowed in workshops as participants 
are expected to engage fully. WITS does not 
provide childcare. Children are not allowed in the     
Literacenter unsupervised. 

Requirements

●   Some workshops may ask participants to read and 
bring a book to the session. This is a requirement; 
those who fail to read and bring the required book 
will not be able to participate in the workshop.

●   New awardees are all required to attend the two-day 
Becoming Readers Institute. Awardees are expected to 
read this summer’s chosen text, The�Turner�House by 
Angela Flournoy in its entirety prior to the workshop.  
Please be prepared to discuss the book during the 
sessions by completing your reading of the novel prior 
to your scheduled workshop. Those who fail to read 
and bring the book will not be able to participate 
in the workshop and will be asked to reschedule 
for a later date.

●   To be eligible to order books, awardees are required to 
attend a minimum of six hours of elective workshops, 
attend all required workshops, and spend three hours 
researching books in the Rochelle Lee Review Library.  
Please see your acceptance letter and the Professional�
Development�Requirements�for�All�Rochelle�Lee�
Teacher�Awardees (inside cover) for your professional 
development requirements.

WITS – Working in the Schools

Professional Development Policies 
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Becoming Readers Institute (BRI) 
This two-day institute is required for first year awardees.  
It includes an introduction to exploring one’s self as a 
reader through an in-depth discussion of The�Turner�
House by Angela Flournoy. Through a variety of activities, 
teachers participate as adult readers and learners.  
Participants are required to read The�Turner�House in its 
entirety and should bring the book to all sessions. You 
must complete your reading of the book prior to your 
scheduled workshop to be prepared to discuss the book  
at both sessions. 

Rochelle Lee Teacher Award Orientation (RLTAO) 
This orientation workshop is required for all new 
awardees. It will explore literacy best practices encouraged 
by WITS including read aloud, independent reading, and 
implementing accessible classroom libraries.

 

First Time Awardees

 

First Time Awardees

R E Q U I R E D  W O R K S H O P S 

●  BRI 1
Saturday, July 8 & 
Saturday, July 15
9am – 1pm
WITS – Literacenter 
641 W. Lake St.

●  BRI 2 
Tuesday, July 11 & 
Thursday, July 13
9am – 1pm
WITS – Literacenter 
641 W. Lake St.

●  BRI 3
Monday, July 17 & 
Wednesday, July 19
2pm – 6pm
WITS – Literacenter 
641 W. Lake St.

●  BRI 4 
Tuesday, August 1 & 
Thursday, August 3
4pm – 8pm
WITS – Literacenter 
641 W. Lake St.

Register for one of the BRI sessions below.

●  RLTAO 1
Saturday, June 24
9am – 12pm
WITS – Literacenter 
641 W. Lake St.

●  RLTAO 2 
Saturday, June 24
2pm – 5pm
WITS – Literacenter 
641 W. Lake St.

●  RLTAO 3
Thursday, June 29
1pm – 4pm
WITS – Literacenter 
641 W. Lake St.

●  RLTAO 4 
Monday, July 10
5pm – 8pm
WITS – Literacenter 
641 W. Lake St.

Register for one of the RLTAO sessions below.
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Study Group Awardees

 

Study Group Awardees

Study Group Member Orientation (SGMO) 
This orientation workshop is for teachers who are 
new members of a WITS Study Group. It will help 
you develop a basic understanding of the study group 
procedure and collaborative, professional practice.

Study Group Leader Training (SGLT) 
This training session is required for teachers who are 
leaders of a WITS Study Group. It will explore the role 
of study group leaders as facilitators and managers of 
collaborative learning groups. 

R E Q U I R E D  W O R K S H O P S 

● SGMO 1
Monday, July 10
9am – 12pm
WITS – Literacenter 
641 W. Lake St.

● SGMO 2 
Tuesday, July 18
5pm – 8pm
WITS – Literacenter 
641 W. Lake St.

● SGMO 3
Saturday, July 22
9am – 12pm
WITS – Literacenter 
641 W. Lake St.

● SGMO 4 
Thursday, August 10
1pm – 4pm
WITS – Literacenter 
641 W. Lake St.

Register for one of the SGMO sessions below.

● SGLT 1
Saturday, July 22
1pm – 4pm
WITS – Literacenter 
641 W. Lake St.

● SGLT 2 
Thursday, August 10
5pm – 8pm
WITS – Literacenter 
641 W. Lake St.

Register for one of the SGLT sessions below.
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Theresa M. Quitshaw – 6th Grade Teacher, Math, 
McAuliffe Elementary, CPS; former Summer Institute 
Facilitator, Remaining Readers Book Club Facilitator and 
Rochelle Lee Teacher Awardee

Are you looking for ways to incorporate authentic 
literature into all areas of your teaching, even math? Do 
you want students to be excited about math and ready 
to delve into deeper mathematical concepts? Then this 
workshop is for you! Teachers will learn how to integrate 
literature into their mathematics content area. Literature 
can motivate students by stimulating their imaginations 
in ways that textbooks cannot! Many aspects of literacy 
and mathematics require the development of many of the 
same processes: classifying, recognizing patterns, solving 
problems, and analyzing relationships. Various forms of 
math literature will be explored and examined. There will 
be time for participants to collaborate, plan activities, and 
research appropriate texts for math Common Core State 
Standards-aligned math units. 

 

Mickey Kudia – Chicago Program Manager, H.E.A.R.T., 
Humane Education Advocates Reaching Teachers 

Conflict is an inevitable part of life for both adults and 
young people. However, conflict does not need to end 
in fighting or hurt feelings. Teaching students how to 
address conflict in a healthy and peaceful way will not 
only improve classroom culture, but it will also provide 
them with skills that they can use throughout their 
personal and professional lives. This workshop will provide 
educators with lessons and activities used by educators 
at H.E.A.R.T. and the Peace Learning Center that address 
conflict and find peaceful solutions to problems.

Grades: 3 – 5  W1

Building Mathematical Knowledge              
through Literature 

Monday, June 26  9am – noon 3 hours 

LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Swiss Family Roombinson 

Grades: 3 – 8 W2

Teaching Conflict Resolution Skills                      
in the Classroom  

Tuesday, June 27  9am – noon 3 hours 

LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Swiss Family Roombinson

E L E C T I V E  W O R K S H O P S 
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Mickey Kudia – Chicago Program Manager, H.E.A.R.T., 
Humane Education Advocates Reaching Teachers

In this session, we invite teachers to engage in reading, 
writing, speaking, and listening activities that promote 
students’ social-emotional learning (SEL). When students 
understand their emotions and learn self-management 
skills, they are healthier and happier members of the 
classroom community, and are capable of maintaining 
positive relationships. This translates into academic 
development and improved classroom management.     
We tie our work into clusters of competencies that CASEL, 
the Collaborate for Academic, Social and Emotional 
Learning, has developed. This workshop also addresses 
the Illinois State Standards for SEL. Teachers will leave 
with new tools to address the social and emotional 
needs of their students.

Dori Jacobsohn  – Director, Art and Language 
Collaborations; Visual Thinking Strategies Trainer; 
former Pre-K and Kindergarten teacher; Lecturer in Early 
Childhood and Child Development at Columbia College 
Chicago and Truman Chicago City Colleges 

Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS) is a research-based, 
developmentally appropriate, learner-centered 
methodology for facilitating discussions that uses 
art images to promote visual literacy, language and 
communication, and critical thinking skills. These inquiry-
based discussions promote engaging and imaginative 
evidence-based conversations. Story dictation and creative 
writing flows quickly after these discussions. Educators 
will participate in VTS image discussions, deconstruct 
the discussions, and use the methodology as a template 
for inspiring storytelling, creative writing, or poetry that 
may be transferred across the curriculum. This workshop 
includes opportunity for visual art integration through the 
use of art images and the creation of folding books to 
hold participants written stories or poems. 

Please bring your favorite writing implements and 
other art making supplies that you prefer to use: 
pens, crayons, markers, watercolors, colored pencils, 
oil pastels, etc.

Grades: 3 – 8 W3

Teaching Humane: Humane Books 
 

Wednesday, August 2  5pm – 8pm  3 hours 

LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Swiss Family Roombinson 

Grades: PreK – 8 W4

Art and Language: Visual Thinking Strategies  
and Inspiring Discussion for Creative Writing  
 

Wednesday, June 28  9am – noon  3 hours 

LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Swiss Family Roombinson

E L E C T I V E  W O R K S H O P S 
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Christine Cummings – 4th Grade Teacher, Corkery 
Elementary School, CPS; Reading Specialist and Multiple 
Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS) Coach; former Summer 
Institute Facilitator, WITS Study Group Member, and Rochelle 
Lee Teacher Awardee 

This workshop will serve as an overview of the teaching 
approach called Guided Reading, an essential component 
of balanced literacy instruction. Guided Reading is a 
teaching strategy to be used with readers at all levels 
where students are grouped based on their instructional 
reading level. Instruction is then targeted at teaching 
students to read increasingly difficult texts with 
understanding and fluency.

During this workshop, participants will learn about the 
logistics of Guided Reading, how to plan successful 
Guided Reading lessons, and how to create engaging 
discussion and extension activities. There will also be 
time included for teachers to plan a lesson for use during 
the school year. Participants will see a model of Guided 
Reading in action. We will discuss ways to assess student 
progress before, during, and after instruction. Workshop 
participants will leave with planning materials and 
the know-how needed to implement Guided Reading 
successfully in the classroom. 

For Part 2, please bring a few short texts that you 
hope to use for Guided Reading at the beginning of 
the upcoming school year.

Rachel Blundy – 2nd Grade Teacher, Prescott Elementary, 
CPS; former Summer Institute Facilitator, WITS Study Group 
Leader, WITS Study Group Member, Remaining Readers 
Book Club Facilitator, and Rochelle Lee Teacher Awardee

Tina Stewart – 1st Grade Teacher, Prescott Elementary, 
CPS; former Summer Institute Facilitator, WITS Study 
Group Leader, Study Group Member, and Rochelle Lee 
Teacher Awardee

In this workshop, we will look at what it means to have 
a strong classroom library based on ideas and principles 
supported by RLTA, such as how to make your library 
accessible and inviting. Participants will use a self-
assessment to examine the current state of their library 
and make plans for improvement. We will discuss how 
to take our libraries to the next level and how to give 
library ownership back to students. We will also discuss 
management strategies, organization, check-out, routines, 
leveling, and much more! 

Please bring ONE PICTURE BOOK that is a “must 
have” for any classroom library!

Grades: PreK – 5 W5

Getting Started with Guided Reading  
 

PART 1: Tuesday, July 11 1pm – 4pm  3 hours 
PART 2: Wednesday, July 12  1pm – 4pm  3 hours

THIS IS A 6 HOUR TWO-PART WORKSHOP
LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Swiss Family Roombinson

Grades: PreK – 5 W6

Check It Out: Creating a Classroom Library     
with Intention 

Tuesday, July 18  1pm – 4pm 3 hours 

LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake, Swiss Family Roombinson

E L E C T I V E  W O R K S H O P S 
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Christine Cummings – 4th Grade Teacher, Corkery 
Elementary School, CPS; Reading Specialist and Multiple 
Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS) Coach; former Summer 
Institute Facilitator, WITS Study Group Member, and 
Rochelle Lee Teacher Awardee 

Rachel Sweeney – 1st Grade Teacher, Moos Elementary, 
CPS; Reading Specialist; National Board Certified Teacher; 
CPS Office of Literacy Teaching Facilitator; former Summer 
Institute Facilitator, WITS Study Group Coach, Study Group 
Leader, and Rochelle Lee Teacher Awardee

Have you been dying to attend Lucy Calkins’ Reading 
Workshop training in New York, but don’t have $1,000 
lying around?  Have you heard about Reading Workshop, 
but don’t know how it works? Or have you been reading 
about Reading Workshop, but need some examples of 
it in action for practical application to your classroom 
instruction? Well, we are no Lucy Calkins, but we went 
to her New York training and implemented it in our 
classrooms and would love to share it with you!

Reading Workshop is a great structure for teaching reading 
that ensures you have balanced literacy instruction in your 
classroom. Rachel follows the Workshop Model more 
closely with kindergarten through 3rd grade, while Christine 
is specialized in using this model in 4th and 5th grade. 

Participants will learn about the components of Reading 
Workshop, get time to plan their week to include all of 
the components of balanced literacy and go in-depth with 
each part. They will learn the structure of a mini-lesson, 
conference, and a Guided Reading or strategy group 
lesson, watch models and plan a lesson of their own.   
Join us to solve the mystery of how to “fit it all in!”

Karyn Keenan – 3rd Grade Teacher, Crow Island 
Elementary School, Winnetka, IL; National Board Certified 
Teacher; National Louis University Adjunct Professor; 
former Summer Institute Facilitator and Rochelle Lee 
Teacher Awardee

Speaking and listening can often fall to the wayside 
when building curriculum and implementing lessons. In 
this workshop, successful strategies will be shared to 
have students engage in genuine listening and speaking 
activities. These strategies include how to move students 
form a teacher-led discussion to student-led discussions by 
using checklists, charts, student-designed self-assessments, 
and teacher scaffolding. Digital tools to improve students’ 
speaking skills will also be shared and modeled. Teachers 
will learn how listening and speaking activities align to 
both Common Core State Standards and CPS REACH 
Framework. Teachers will use the standards and framework 
to design a plan for implementing listening and speaking in 
their literacy curriculum for the upcoming year.

Grades: PreK – 5 W7

Reading Workshop: Instant Balanced Literacy               
 

PART 1: Wednesday, July 19 9am – Noon  3 hours 
PART 2: Thursday, July 20  9am – Noon  3 hours

THIS IS A 6 HOUR TWO-PART WORKSHOP
LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Swiss Family Roombinson

Grades: 3 – 8 W8

Don’t Forget Speaking and Listening! 
 

Tuesday, August 8  5pm – 8pm  3 hours 

LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Swiss Family Roombinson 

E L E C T I V E  W O R K S H O P S 
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Karyn Keenan – 3rd Grade Teacher, Crow Island 
Elementary School, Winnetka, IL; National Board Certified 
Teacher; National Louis University Adjunct Professor; 
former Summer Institute Facilitator and Rochelle Lee 
Teacher Awardee

This workshop will begin with a brief overview of the 
Writing Workshop process, followed by engaging in 
a presentation and discussion to decide what makes 
writing authentic. To do this, participants will study 
examples of student writings such as blog posts, poster 
making, and creating books. Once the group has 
determined what makes writing authentic, teachers will 
have the opportunity to plan ways to have their students 
implement this in the classroom, connecting their plans 
to the Common Core State Standards and the CPS 
REACH Framework. 

Amanda Cabral – 1st Grade Teacher, Coonley Elementary, 
CPS; former Rochelle Lee Teacher Awardee 

Beata Dul – 1st Grade Teacher, Coonley Elementary, CPS; 
former Rochelle Lee Teacher Awardee 
 
What does Word Study look like in your classroom? How 
much time do you spend on phonics? Is word work 
displayed in any way?

This workshop will cover what Word Study is, how to 
implement it, and various strategies to make Word Study 
successful. Participants will read articles about Word Study, 
engage in both whole group and small group discussions, 
learn about ways to assess and group students, examine 
negative and positive examples of student work, review 
various activities that can be used as word work stations, 
and spend time planning for classroom activities.

Grades: PreK –  8 W9

Bringing Authentic Writing into the Classroom  
 

Wednesday, August 9  1pm – 4pm  3 hours 

LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Swiss Family Roombinson 

Grades: PreK – 2 W10

All About Word Study  
 

Thursday, July 20 5pm – 8pm  3 hours 

LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Swiss Family Roombinson

E L E C T I V E  W O R K S H O P S 
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Dr. Jane Flemming – Co-Founder and Director of 
Professional Development, KIDS LIKE US 

Jane Craan, MS – Child Development Specialist,  
KIDS LIKE US 
 
The We Need Diverse Books movement has been critical 
in drawing attention to the need for “mirrors” and 

“windows” in our nation’s classrooms – mirror books 
reflect children’s lives and experiences, and window books 
offer views of the broader world. Much of this discussion 
focuses on the potential for “mirrors” to help children 
feel included and connected in their classrooms, but this 
is only half the story. New research shows that students 
having opportunities to draw on their background 
knowledge and experiences is a critical factor in increasing 
their motivation, engagement, language productivity, and 
depth of comprehension. This interactive presentation 
will support teachers in learning more about the critical 
role that culturally relevant children’s literature can play in 
supporting language development and literacy learning. 
Hands-on review of texts will allow participants to expand 
their knowledge of the range of high-quality multicultural 
and urban children’s literature available. Discussion will 
focus on practical ways to utilize a balance of mirrors and 
window books to help children explore common PreK-8th 
grade curricular themes. Classroom-based case studies 
will also be shared to demonstrate the impact of culturally 
relevant children’s literature on student learning.

Sean Eichenser – 8th Grade ELA Teacher, Smyser 
Elementary, CPS; Google Certified Educator Level 1 and 
2; former WITS Study Group member and Rochelle Lee 
Teacher Awardee

Students don’t need grades – they need feedback. 
However, our current models of writing instruction don’t 
make room for this. Chicago Public Schools, along with 
hundreds of other districts across the nation are Google ‘G 
Suite’ schools. These schools leverage Google products for 
student success in writing instruction. The Google tools 
are used to facilitate better planning, better feedback, and 
better writing from our students! Put the red pens away – 
it’s time to get Googley with our writing! 

Participants will learn how to use G Suite tools in Writing 
Workshop in the classroom including: Google Docs, 
Google Keep, Google Scholar, and more to improve 
student outcomes. Teachers will learn how to combine 
these tools to innovate their writing instruction and 
practice. The workshop structure will follow the common 
writing procedure with opportunities to practice with 
these tools as well as common planning time. 

Participants are encouraged to bring a Chromebook 
or laptop – no tablets, please.

Grades: PreK – 8 W11

Mirrors Matter: How Culturally Relevant 
Literature Can Accelerate Literacy Learning  

Wednesday, August 9 9am – noon   3 hours 

LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Swiss Family Roombinsone 

Grades: 3 – 8  W12

Google ‘G Suite’ in the Writers’ Workshop  
  

Tuesday, July 25 9am – noon  3 hours 
    

LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Swiss Family Roombinson

 

E L E C T I V E  W O R K S H O P S 
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Rebecca D’Angelo – 5th Grade Teacher, school and 
district Leadership Team, member of the District 205 
Writing Committee, Edison Elementary, Elmhurst, IL; 
Illinois Writing Project Leadership Team; author of Literacy�
and�History�in�Action, Teachers College Press, 2014 

Nancy Galas – Retired Teacher, Elmhurst, IL; former 
Library Media Specialist, Berkeley and Elmhurst, IL; Illinois 
Writing Project Leadership Team; former CPS teacher; 
author of Literacy�and�History�in�Action, Teachers College 
Press, 2014

Reading and writing skills are high on the list of real-world 
requirements for all students. This is true in science as 
in other disciplines. This workshop will outline both the 
process and the methods for not only teaching science 
reading and writing lessons, but also offering a framework 
for making these very lessons come alive to create “Citizen 
Scientist.” Lessons can be incorporated in both Science 
and in English/Language Arts classes. Science will be seen 
and taught as a bridge to reading, writing, and how to 
be a citizen in the real world. Teachers will leave with 
example of texts, both nonfiction and fiction to engage 
young readers and writers.

Grades: 3 – 8 W14

Adding Science to the Equation: Reading + 
Writing + Speaking + Listening + Science   

Tuesday, August 1  1pm – 4pm  3 hours 

LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Swiss Family Roombinson 

Grades: 3 – 8 W13

Using Technology to Support Inclusive Learning  
    

Thursday, August 10 9am – noon  3 hours 

LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Swiss Family Roombinson 

Nick Giacobbe – Learning Specialist, Burley Elementary, 
CPS; Google Certified Innovator, 2016 Chicago Public 
Schools Technology Innovator of the Year; current WITS 
Study Group member, former Summer Institute facilitator 
and WITS Study Group leader, Rochelle Lee Teacher Awardee

Individuals of all ability levels come with a variety of 
needs, skills, and interests. In this workshop, we will 
explore multiple ways to organize and provide literacy 
instruction that is supported by current research 
surrounding the recognition, strategic, and affective 
networks of the brain. We will be looking at ways that 
technology can be leveraged to more effectively access 
curricular concepts, address social-emotional needs, and 
provide important opportunities and data to aid you in 
fostering a love of reading in your learners.

Integrating technology in a way that feels seamless 
and authentic can seem daunting. No worries! In this 
workshop, you will learn how to embed technology as 
a natural part of your daily classroom routines which 
will provide key insights into the reading lives of your 
students. While the techniques taught in this workshop 
were originally created to work with Diverse Learners, 
many of them are applicable to all students and would 
be useful in the general education setting. Using a variety 
of multimedia web tools, and iPad and Android apps, 
you will see ways to improve the workflow of your daily 
activities to provide you with more facetime to spend 
with your reader.

Please bring the electronic devices you are most likely 
to use in your classroom and with your students: 
laptop, iPad, etc.

E L E C T I V E  W O R K S H O P S 
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Dr. Steve Wolk, Ed.D – Professor, Teacher Education 
Department, Northeastern Illinois University; RLTA Selection 
Committee member, former CPS teacher; former Summer 
Institute Facilitators; Rochelle Lee Teacher Awardee 

Who won the 2017 presidential election? Who received 
the most votes? The answer is . . . ‘Did Not Vote” received 
100 million votes by the 43% of eligible Americans who 
chose not to vote. The voter turnout was a very typical 
57%; in mid-term elections the typical voter turnout 
is 34%; and it is our youngest voters – those right out 
of high school and college – that consistently have the 
lowest voter turnout. Add to this the shocking levels of 
civic illiteracy and the dearth of critical thinking skills and 
we have a nation in a civic crisis.

Our schools have a primary responsibility to cultivate 
informed, critical, and compassionate citizens who vote. This 
workshop will explore strategies for how teachers can teach 
civic knowledge, skills, and habits of mind through literature, 
inquiry, and connected real life authentic resources.

Rachel Sweeney – 1st Grade Teacher, Moos Elementary, 
CPS; Reading Specialist; National Board Certified Teacher; 
CPS Office of Literacy teacher facilitator; former Summer 
Institute facilitator, WITS Study Group Coach, and WITS 
Study Group member, Rochelle Lee Teacher Awardee 
 
Many people believe that small group instruction 
can only be done through Guided Reading; it is ONE 
way but not the only way! Learn how to group your 
students and plan for small group instruction without 
all of the headaches. Small group instruction can be 
done as Guided Reading, strategy groups, conferring, 
and book clubs. I use these methods in my classroom 
with success and will help you determine which 
methods are best for your students and their needs.

Through this workshop, you will learn about four 
methods for small group instruction: Guided Reading, 
strategy grouping, book clubs, and conferring. You 
will receive sample lesson plans for each and watch 
videos modeling each type – seeing is believing! We will 
discuss the purpose behind each type of small group 
instruction, learn the architecture of each type of lesson, 
the materials needed, and how to play for these groups. 
I will help take the guess work out of planning your 
small groups and help you to increase student growth 
by pairing them with the highest leverage small group 
instruction for their needs.

Grades: 3 – 8 W15

Civic Matters: Teaching Civic Education   
Through Literature  

Monday, June 26  1pm – 4pm  3 hours 

LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Roombinson Crusoe 

Grades: PreK – 6 W17

Small Group Instruction: It’s Not Just Guided 
Reading Anymore!  

Tuesday, July 25  1pm – 4pm  3 hours 

LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Swiss Family Roombinson 

E L E C T I V E  W O R K S H O P S 
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Christine Cummings – 4th Grade Teacher, Corkery 
Elementary School, CPS; Reading Specialist and Multiple 
Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS) Coach; Former WITS 
Study Group Member, Rochelle Lee Teacher Awardee 
 
Are you struggling to help your struggling readers? It 
may be because you have not identified their strengths 
and needs as a reader. In this workshop, you will learn 
about the skills students must have to read well and 
how to assess these skills to identify their strengths and 
needs as a reader. 

We will begin by learning about the elements of 
reading instruction: phonemic awareness, phonics, 
fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension. We will 
review what the element is and how to assess that 
element by learning about particular assessments you 
might use. We will learn how to interpret the data to 
identify strengths and needs, which is especially helpful 
for the RTI or MTSS process!  This will help you to 
identify the strengths and needs of all of your students. 
Finally, we will take some time to discuss implications 
for classroom instruction so that teachers can better 
provide differentiated instruction to meet the needs of 
struggling readers. 

Christine Cummings – 4th Grade Teacher, Corkery 
Elementary School, CPS; Reading Specialist and Multiple 
Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS) Coach; former Summer 
Institute facilitator and WITS Study Group Member, 
Rochelle Lee Teacher Awardee

Do your students quickly get into “the zone” during 
independent reading and have the stamina to read quietly 
for at least 20 minutes? Great job! Now, you’re ready to 
take this valuable daily practice to another level and make 
it even more beneficial by conducting brief and regular 
conferences with your students.

In this workshop, participants will learn new ideas 
about how to conduct meaningful conferences using a 
simple structure that allows you to gather information, 
compliment to reinforce positive reading behaviors, 
and provide specific instruction that will transform you 
students into self-aware readers. You will watch videos of 
conferring in action, as well as time to practice during the 
workshop. In addition, teachers will learn helpful tips for 
organizing notes and scheduling conferences consistently 
so that your students (and you!) come to crave this special 
time for much needed individualized attention.

Grades: 3 – 8 W18

Meeting the Needs of Struggling Readers 
  

PART 1: Wednesday, July 26    1pm – 4pm  3 hours 
PART 2: Thursday, July 27        1pm – 4pm  3 hours

THIS IS A 6 HOUR TWO-PART WORKSHOP
LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Swiss Family Roombinson

Grades: K – 5 W19

Individual Reading Conferences:   
Making the Most of Valuable Instructional Time 
 

Monday, July 31  1pm – 4pm   3 hours 

LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Swiss Family Roombinson 

E L E C T I V E  W O R K S H O P S 
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E L E C T I V E  W O R K S H O P S 

Jessica General – Primary and intermediate Special 
Education Teacher, Chalmers Elementary School, CPS; 
former Summer Institute facilitator and Rochelle Lee 
Teacher Awardee

The focus of this workshop is Guided Reading in 
general education, inclusion, and self-contained special 
education classrooms. Guided Reading is an instructional 
approach that involves a teacher working with small 
groups of students who demonstrate similar reading 
behaviors and can read similar levels of texts. Guided 
Reading is the most efficient method for creating deep 
thinkers and fluent readers. Using Jan Richardson’s 
text The�Next�Steps�in�Guided�Reading, educators will 
become more confident in organizing and maintaining 
Guided Reading sessions. Attendees will be provided 
with research-based strategies and skills for all stages 
of reading development, comprehension scaffolding, 
lesson plan templates, and assessment charts. Educators 
will also learn about instructional strategies to increase 
student fluency, self-monitoring, comprehension, and 
problem-solving skills.

Grades: PreK – 3 W20

Guide Me: The Path to Better Fluency and 
Comprehension 

Monday, July 24  9am – noon  3 hours 

LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Swiss Family Roombinson 

Jessica Henning – Special Education Teacher, New Field 
Primary, CPS; former Summer Institute facilitator, WITS 
Study Group coach and Rochelle Lee Teacher Awardee 

During this workshop teachers will explore the challenges 
associated with independent reading time for diverse 
learners. With specific challenges from teachers’ own 
personal experience, teachers will work together in groups 
to plan for supports to make independent reading time 
more authentic and engaging for special education students. 

We know that student choice in the texts that they      
read during independent reading time helps to motivate 
students toward their own reading goals. During this 
workshop teachers will create materials and plans for 
their own classroom as they examine the ways they can 
facilitate independence in their students’ reading habits 
and strategies. As next steps, teachers will also have the 
opportunity to explore challenges associated with read-
alouds for diverse learners and plan for supports 
and instruction to improve engagement for special 
education students. 

Grades: 3 – 5 W21

Independent Support for Diverse Learners  
 

Wednesday, August 2  1pm – 4pm  3 hours 

LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Swiss Family Roombinson 
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Mia Valdez Quellhorst – Director of the Rochelle Lee 
Teacher Award, WITS; former Kindergarten Teacher, 
Instructional Leader and coach, CPS and Concept Schools; 
WITS Study Group coach, former WITS Study Group leader 
and member, Rochelle Lee Teacher Awardee 
 
Laura Gluckman – 6th grade Science and Writing 
Teacher, Sawyer Elementary, CPS; former Summer 
Institute facilitator and WITS Study Group leader, 
Remaining Readers book club facilitator, Rochelle Lee 
Teacher Awardee 

Most teachers use Interactive Read Alouds (IRA) to engage 
students in thinking and learning daily. Teachers who 
read daily to their students will read at least 178 books 
in a school year; wow! Thinking back on your practice in 
2016/2017, how many of those books were NONFICTION? 
The answer is probably not many. We spend hours upon 
hours teaching student the elements of fiction: story line, 
characters, theme, etc. When was the last time you taught 
your students about the features of nonfiction? It’s time to 
change that.

This workshop will show teachers ways to incorporate 
nonfiction into their daily IRA practice. From the internet, 
to research projects and standardized testing, the needs 
for students to be able to access nonfiction is growing. 
We do a disservice by not teaching these much-needed 
topics. Participants will learn how to conduct engaging 
nonfiction read alouds, how to use resources that are 
generally available, as well as strategies for extension 
activities, integrated units and more. 

Eva Kainer – 5th Grade Reading and Social Studies 
Teachers, Saucedo Scholastic Academy, CPS; WITS Study 
Group member

This workshop will focus on how discussion can look in 
a classroom, from the basics of getting students started, 
to guiding discussions and eliciting higher thinking. We 
will discuss techniques that enable students to engage 
with each other and create more authentic discussions 
in the content areas. There will also be a variety of 
different assessment techniques shared. The use of these 
techniques will ensure that participants can create a 
comfortable environment where students can begin   
to lead their own discussions with confidence. 

Grades: PreK – 3 W22

Making the Most of Nonfiction Read Alouds  
 

Wednesday, August 8  1pm – 4pm  3 hours 

LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Swiss Family Roombinson

Grades: 3 – 5 W23

Implementing Engaging Discussion 
 

Thursday, August 3 1pm – 4pm  3 hours 

LOCATION: WITS – Literacenter  
641 W. Lake St., Roombinson Crusoe  

E L E C T I V E  W O R K S H O P S 
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Location

The Literacenter is located at 641 W. Lake St. in Chicago’s 
thriving West Loop neighborhood at the intersection 
of Lake and Des Plaines. The building entrance is in the 
middle of the block on Lake St. Plan to include travel 
time and time to secure parking. Remember: all work-
shops close 10 minutes after start time. 

Parking

There is metered street parking on most surrounding 
streets, as well as pay lots on both Jefferson and Fulton. 
Please make sure you are aware of signage and any 
parking restrictions in the area. 

Public Transportation

●   Metra trains (Ogilvie Transportation Center and  
Union Station)

●   El trains (Clinton stop, Green and Pink lines)

●   Buses (routes 20 and 56)

●   Expressways (Lake St. and Washington St. exits, 90 /94)

●   Zipcars (Jefferson+Lake and Clinton+Lake)

●   Divvy bikes (Clinton+Lake)

Map and Directions  
to WITS – Literacenter

Participants  
must register  
ONLINE for  

workshops at

witschicago.org by 
JUNE 17, 2017.

Getting There
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witschicago.org
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641 west lake, suite 200
chicago, illinois 60661

Summer Institute 2017

OUR MISSION

Working in the Schools(WITS) creates positive learning communities through a portfolio of 

volunteer literacy mentoring programs and teacher professional development; a comprehensive 

design to inspire children’s passion for reading


